
 

Bausch And Lomb Microscope Serial Number Location
!!EXCLUSIVE!!

we were able to find nothing in the data base about this microscope. the serial # is 99217. the date is marked bausch & lomb optical co. rochester, n.y. and on the bottom is the mark bausch & lomb optical co. the microscope is in excellent condition.
this microscope stands approx. 13 tall by 4 1/4 wide. there are three objectives on the microscope, one marked 16mm, 4mm and 1.9mm. the next day [name withheld] returned to georgetown with the two bausch & lomb microscopes and the compare
microscope. detective assistant superintendent kendall instructed that the two bausch & lomb microscopes be examined first. kendall was very impressed with the optics and design of the bausch & lomb microscopes. at the time, the official bausch &
lomb serial number range was between 98 and a high of 106. kendall was unsure of the exact serial number and cautioned [name withheld] to be very careful when removing the serial number. kendall also cautioned [name withheld] to be very careful
when lifting the microscope and to cover the serial number with his hand. with the microscopes secured in their respective rooms, detective assistant superintendent kendall returned to his office and reviewed the murder scene from the previous day.

kendall planned to locate and photograph the microscopes in the murder room. kendall found both of the bausch & lomb microscopes on the second table to the right as the victim is observed on the bed. the bausch & lomb microscope to the left of the
victim was covered with a blanket. the right microscope was nearly covered with the blanket but kendall was able to remove the blanket revealing the serial number. the serial number was 008. kendall then located the compare microscope on the floor

to the right of the victim.
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the specimen is held in a two-way rotary stage, with the stage being operated by means of a rod
attached to the stage. the stage, on which the specimen is placed, is attached to a standard

microscope arm, and is movable in a vertical, horizontal, and rotary manner. the stage is attached to
a four-way, threaded, cast iron, four-way adjuster. the threaded, cast iron, four-way adjuster is

riveted to a brass square tube, which is pivoted to the microscope tube. the adjuster is in working
condition, with it's original nuts, washers, and lock washer. the serial # 98217 is marked on the

bottom of the square tube. the horseshoe base and the pillar, cast as one piece, and the limb are
made of iron and painted black. the brass arm supports the body-tube, which has a triple nosepiece.

the original mirror and fork is on a pivoting & swivel joint. two stage clips are attached to the
platform. the serial # 99122 is marked with the inscription, bausch & lomb optical company,

rochester, new york. the duboscq type colorimeter was invented by jules duboscq in 1870. it was a
popular and enduring design, manufactured by several companies well into the 20th century,

including this later model made by bausch & lomb. the bausch & lomb stereoview microscope serial
# 98217 was sold on ebay in july 2010 for $475. it is in very good condition with no major flaws. the
serial # and model are marked with the inscription, bausch & lomb optical company, rochester, new

york. the bausch & lomb stereoview microscope serial # 98218 was sold on ebay in july 2010 for
$450. it is in very good condition with no major flaws. the serial # and model are marked with the

inscription, bausch & lomb optical company, rochester, new york. 5ec8ef588b
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